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We develop tailor-made cutting 
edge Solutions using Microsoft .NET 
technologies and Azure Cloud

Cloud Solutions 
for Startups 
and SMEs



WHAT WE DO

WHO WE ARE

Our tools

Microsoft .NET 
.NET 6-7+, ASP.NET MVC, Web.API, Blazor

Cloud
Microsoft Azure, Amazon AWS, MongoDB 
Atlas

Databases
SQL Server, MongoDB, Elastic Search and Redis

DevOPS
Azure DevOPS, PowerShell, Docker

For more than 20 years, we have been delivering affordable and scalable backend solutions for European SMEs
and Startups: CMS, ERPs, MDM/PIM/DAM, Image processing, AI, car configurators, Event management, custom 
integrations...

We can design and implement new solutions for greenfield projects, as well as putting existing applications 
back on track.

Net2, headquartered in Montenegro, is a 
team of passionate, expert, and dedicated 
individuals.

We have a deep passion for technology, but 
what truly matters to us is the value we can 
deliver to our customers. 

Our primary goal is to develop meaningful and 
useful features that can make a real impact.

We strongly believe that startups and small 
to medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) should 
have easier access to the latest enterprise 
technologies.



SOME OF OUR SATISFIED CLIENTS

WHY WORKING WITH NET2?
Net2 is the ideal partner for Startups and small businesses.

Where is net2 located?
Our offices are located in Montenegro and 
Macedonia. That’s 2h30′ flight to come from 
Brussels or Paris, there is no time lag!

Isn’t it complicated to work remotely?
Not at all. We are familiar with all the latest 
collaboration tools, make your choice: Slack, Google 
Meet, MS Teams, Jira, Trello, Skype.. And we have 
very high-speed Internet at the office.
Also, we’ll be happy to welcome You anytime.

What technologies are we using?
Any proven Technology that will fit the 
requirements!!! Mostly Microsoft .NET for the 
Backend, And Azure for the infrastructure.
And also many SaaS storage systems: MongoDB 
Atlas, Redis, Elastic Search, SQL Server..

What are our working hours?
Same as yours ! There is no time lag, and we work 
from 8am to 17pm. People have flexible working 
hours.

What languages do we speak?
We speak English, French, Serbian, Macedonian, 
and also a bit of Dutch.

Work with Experts
Expect cutting edge solutions.

Close to you
Only 2h30’ flight from Paris, in the 
same time zone.

People that care
We speak English, French, Serbian

Competitive prices
Without any compromise on quality.



GET A FREE TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

For free, we’ll spend 2 days on your project, and we’ll 
provide you with a feasibility report

Whether you’re seeking to optimize, upgrade, or migrate your existing 
application to the cloud, or if you have innovative ideas for a new project 

but require a technical partner, we are here to lend a helping hand.
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Beogradska 41, Podgorica - Montenegro


